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Hidden away on the third floor of the library 

is a chamber, a chamber that houses some 

of Kalamazoo College’s most-prized secrets. 

This chamber, called the A.M. Todd Rare 

Book Room, holds ancient tomes written 

on parchment, books on the magical art of 

alchemy, some of the first books created on a 

printing press, books so small they’re impossible to read, documents signed by 

famous historical figures of our past, and more.

These rare books and historical documents hold the key to understanding 

our history and the people who came before us. Books were once incredibly 

valuable things. The earliest books were painstakingly handwritten by scribes 

on real parchment or vellum, which was made from sheep or calfskin. They 

were illuminated in bright colors and gold leaf.  Paper was not widely used 

until the invention of the printing press. Books were then widely circulated, 

though fine hand colored illustrations were still created for some time 

afterward. Books could be produced for amusement, such as miniature books 

or books fashioned with unusual bindings or materials. Collectors eventually 

sought out first editions of printed classics. Examples of all such books and 

more are on display, generously given to Kalamazoo College for safekeeping in 

its chamber of secrets, the A.M. Todd Rare Book Room.

Detail. Antiphone de comuni.  [n.d.]



1. Antiphonary

This book of choral music was intended for use 

by a church choir. The book was made purposely 

large, so that a monk would be able to hold it 

or prop it up during mass so that the rest of the 

choir could see the music. The book is Italian 

in origin, hand illuminated on parchment and 

dates to the 16th or 17th century. The book’s cover 

is made from heavy pieces of wood covered in 

leather. If you look at the edges of the front or 

back cover you will notice pieces of the wood have poked through the leather 

over time, likely due to the swelling and contracting of the materials from 

natural elements such as humidity. The antiphonary is the largest book the 

library owns and was given to the library by Albert May Todd. 

2. Leaf from a miniature French bible

This leaf from a “miniature” or portable bible is the oldest item the library 

possesses, dating to about 1240 CE. Like some of the other items in this room, 

it was hand illuminated in Latin, likely by a French monk, in a Gothic script 

on parchment. The text is that of Ezekiel 5:5-9:3. Sadly within the last century 

or two complete books were torn apart by various vendors who then sold the 

individual pages as artwork or collectibles at a much cheaper price than the 

full manuscript. Sometimes heavily damaged books whose bindings were 

irreparable might be sold by the leaf as well. 
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3. Manuscript in Latin

The Rare Book Room’s oldest book was purchased at auction by the donor in 

the 1930’s. The manuscript itself dates to approximately the fourteenth century. 

The word manuscript is Latin for, ‘written by hand’. Illustrations during this 

time period were known as illuminations. The manuscript contains text from 

the “Book of Psalms”. It is written in Latin on what is claimed to be uterine 

vellum, which was animal skin taken from a stillborn calf. The skin would have 

been soaked in lime, scraped, and treated to become the smooth product you 

see today.

4. Caxton Leaf from Higden’s ‘Policronicon’

William Caxton introduced the printing press to England in 1476, and was the 

first English bookseller. One of his most famous printings was an edition of 

Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales. He is known for helping to standardize the English 

language, due to the diffusion of his books. This leaf is from a printing of the 

English chronicler and Benedictine monk, Ranulph Higden’s, ‘Policronicon’, 

which was meant to be universal history. It was translated into English from 

the original Latin in 1387 and published in Westminster in 1482. Caxton 

revised and added more of the Chronicle up until the year 1460. 

5. Gutenberg Bible Leaf

The Gutenberg Bible was the first book known to have been created using the 

printing press. It was printed circa 1450. There are 49 complete or nearly 

complete copies in existence around the world. This is a single leaf pulled from 

a copy of the book. The Gutenberg Bible was printed with a new oil based ink 

that would more easily adhere to the press’s metal type and to the page, rather 

than the water-based ink used by scribes. Some pages still display illumination 

that was added by hand after the book’s printing. 



6. Genealogiae deorum. De montibus, sylvis, fontibus, lacubus, & fluminibus.

The title translates to “Genealogy of the Pagan Gods. From the Mountains, 

Forests, Fountains, Lakes, and Rivers.” It was a popular book in its time, and 

is a compilation of the relationships of the pantheons in Ancient Greece and 

Rome. Written by Giovanni Boccaccio in 1481, this volume is considered an 

incunabulum, or “cradle book”. It was printed during the early years of the 

printing press, between 1450 and 1500.

7. Opera

An opera by Virgil, the Roman poet who is famed for his epic poem, The 

Aeneid. This book is also an incunabulum, or “cradle book”. Notice the 

beautiful lettering, and the small bird on top of the illuminated capital “T”.

8. Dilayil-Khayrat by Hafiz Ahmad

The manuscript is written in Arabic, but is unfortunately undated. As you can 

see the pages contain wide gold borders and beautifully intricate illumination. 

Our records do not contain much information about this book. However, 

Dilayil-Khayrat or Dala’il al-Khayrat typically refers to a collection of prayers for 

the prophet Mohammed. The manuscript was donated to the library’s collection 

by Suzanne Shepherd, the granddaughter of Albert May Todd. 

9. Manuscript of the Koran in Arabic characters.

This copy of the Koran bound by Robert Riviere during the nineteenth century, 

is undated at this time. The manuscript is written in Arabic characters and 

was passed down by book collector Albert May Todd to his daughter Ethel 

Woodhams Todd. She in turn donated it to the library upon her death in 1973. 

The Koran or Qur’an is the central religious text of Islam. Again, notice the 

intricate illumination. 



10. “Welcome Spring”

The scroll is a reproduction of Huang Ruihu’s New Year Picture, “Welcome 

Spring.” Huang Ruihu (1866-1938) was a folk artist of Mianzhu, Schuan, one of 

the most famous places for the production of New Year pictures. The scroll was a 

gift to the college in 2011 by the parents of Mengyang Chen upon her graduation.

11. Bleak House

This Charles Dickens’ novel was published as a serial between 1852 and 1853. 

Each issue featured about three to four chapters each and was published seven 

months out of the year. The serials contain illustrations and advertisements 

from the Victorian period during which Dickens was writing. 

12. Around the World in Eighty Days

An English first edition of Jules Verne’s 1873 classic. Two French men attempt 

to circumnavigate the globe in eighty days on a bet. Although this book often 

conjures up imagery of traveling the world in a balloon thanks to multiple 

covers and other illustrations associated with the novel, that means of travel is 

never used in the book. 

13. The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire

This is volume one of a first edition of English historian, Edward Gibbon’s 

seminal work. Printed in 1776, the six volume work discusses the history of 

the Roman Empire, from its heights to the fall of Byzantium. It relied heavily 

on primary sources, unusual for historians at the time and would later prove 

an example for future scholars. Although many of our interpretations on this 

period of history have since changed, Gibbon’s work remains a classic. 

14. An Appointment of John Gill as Justice of the Peace of Philadelphia.

Signed September 9, 1786, this legal document appoints John Gill as Justice of 

the Peace of Philadelphia. You will notice the flourished signature on the left 

hand side belongs to Benjamin Franklin. 



15. Cato Major, or Discourse on Old Age

This volume, a copy of Cato Major, or Discourse of Old Age, originally written 

by Cicero in 44 BC, was translated by American colonist, James Logan and 

was printed and sold by Benjamin Franklin in 1744. This is the first American 

printing of a Latin classic. Benjamin Franklin’s name is inscribed on the title 

page, however, given the book’s increasingly fragile state due to its cracking 

outer hinges, the book will remain closed while on display. The book was 

donated by Albert May Todd and his family.

16. Grant of Land.

This legal document grants land to a revolutionary war veteran. It is signed by 

President Thomas Jefferson and his secretary of state, future president, James 

Madison. You’ll notice Jefferson’s signature is very faded. This is likely due to 

exposure to light, and perhaps even the type of ink used in his signature. The 

document was written on Vellum and was signed August 11, 1803. 

17. New Testament

Our smallest book in the collection is a full copy of the New Testament, printed 

in Glasgow and bound by a well-known binder Zaehnsdorf of London. It was 

presented to Mrs. Albert May Todd in 1895. There are relatively few copies in 

existence. The book has full pages of text which can only be read by a strong 

magnifying glass. Since the book clearly has no practical use, it was likely made 

as an amusement or a piece of artwork. 

18. Bird Word

Acquired in 1996, this book is one of our two smallest books. Each page has 

a picture of a different bird and a word representing the noise each makes 

such as, ‘quack’ or ‘squawk.’ A limited edition of 39 copies were printed and it 

compliments the rare book room’s ornithology collection. 



19. Die Leiden des Jungen Werthers or The Sorrows of Young Werther

This small book is also a copy of one of Goethe’s literary works, translated into 

English as, The Sorrows of Young Werther. The book was printed in 1880, although 

it was originally published in 1774. It is written as a collection of letters from a 

young artist named Werther to a friend. Werther falls in love with a young woman 

named Charlotte who is engaged to another man, creating a tragic love triangle. 

20. Goethe’s Faust

This tiny three volume set is a German copy of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s 

Faust, a tragic play about a man’s deal with the devil. The play is possibly 

Goethe’s greatest work. The play was originally printed in two parts, with 

the second part finished in 1831. These little copies were printed in Leipzig, 

Germany, although the exact date is unknown. 

21. Sonnets of the Portugese, Pippa Passes, and Greatest Thing in the World

These three volumes were printed between 1916 and 1923 by the Little Leather 

Library Corporation. The books were typically sold in drugstores, bookstores, 

department stores, and by mail. Many classics were printed as part of the 

series. The library has a set of the books, which are among our smallest. 

22. Fables de La Fontaine

An early edition of La Fontaine’s Fables. The book was originally published 

in 1677 in France. Each volume is divided into six books with a total of 124 

fables. The fables were dedicated to the six-year-old Louis, the Grand Dauphin. 

Louis was the son of King Louis XIV of France, but he died before he could 

ascend the throne.  

23. A Compendium of Alchemical Processes

Take a look at the cover of this book. Do you notice the unusual texture? That’s 

because this book is not bound in traditional leather. It’s bound in snakeskin. 



This book, A Compendium of Alchemical Processes, is a collection of scholarship 

on alchemy, the goal of which is to purify or transmute certain items, typically 

metals. Usually when we think of alchemy we think of turning lesser metals 

into gold.  The volume was printed in 1894 and holds the work of early 

chemists and alchemists such as Johann Rudolf Glauber (1604-1670). The book 

was donated by Albert May Todd’s son, Winship A. Todd. 

24. A Thread of Meaning

This is an example of an artist’s book, a medium of art which uses the physical 

or conceptual idea of a book as its inspiration. These types of books are 

considered works of art. The Thread of Meaning by Anton Marc is an accordion-

fold book. The pages are linked together by black thread that winds in and out 

of each image. 

25. A Winter Song

This accordion-fold book is one in a series of four that the artist, Carol 

Schwartzott, referred to as “The Seasons.” This book is number 269 of the 

500 copies in existence and begins and ends with poetry. Like The Thread of 

Meaning, this is an artist’s book.

26. Gemme d’Arti Italiane

One of the rare book room’s most opulent books, Gemme d’Arti Italiane is bound 

in purple velvet with a metal emblem on the front cover. The books endpapers 

are also made from white watered silk. The book was published in Milan in 

about 1845. The title translates to Gems of Italian Arts. The book features black 

and white images of various works of art as well as information about them. This 

book was donated by A. M. Todd’s daughter-in-law, Elizabeth Dewing Todd. 
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About the A.M. Todd Rare Book Room
The A.M. Todd Rare Book Room houses a distinctive collection of rare 

and unusual books and manuscripts acquired by the college through the 

benevolence of alumni and friends. Taken together, the materials demonstrate 

the nature of intellectual inquiry over the past five hundred years and thereby 

reinforce the strength of the general library collection. 

History of the Collection 
The Rare Book collection at Kalamazoo College began in the 1920’s with gifts 

from the library of Albert May Todd, a prominent Kalamazoo citizen and an 

internationally known book collector. Over the years, the collection gradually 

expanded through generous contributions of many donors, but it was not until 

the 1970’s that it attained its present scope and stature. Major bequests from 

A.M. Todd’s daughter, Ethel Todd Woodhams, and from Elizabeth Dewing 

Todd, the widow of Todd’s son Paul, brought together a major portion of the 

library originally collected by Mr. Todd. Today, the collection continues to be 

enhanced through the generosity of book lovers and friends of the library.

Support 
The Rare Book Room is supported by the A.M. Todd Rare Book Room Fund, 

a growing endowment created by friends of the college. The library welcomes 

contributions to this fund, which provides for the preservation, exhibition, and 

development of the collection.

Rare Book Room Staff
Mallory Heslinger, Rare Book Room Curator
p 269.337.5762
mallory.heslinger@kzoo.edu


